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Data mining is the process of extracting desirable knowledge or interesting patterns from
existing databases for speciﬁc purposes. Most of the previous approaches set a single minimum
support threshold for all the items or itemsets. But in real applications, diﬀerent items may
have diﬀerent criteria to judge its importance. The support requirements should then vary with
diﬀerent items. In this paper, we provide another point of view about deﬁning the minimum
supports of itemsets when items have diﬀerent minimum supports. The maximum constraint is
used, which is well explained and may be suitable to some mining domains. We then propose a
simple algorithm based on the Apriori approach to ﬁnd the large-itemsets and association
rules under this constraint. The proposed algorithm is easy and eﬃcient when compared to
Wang et al.s under the maximum constraint. The numbers of association rules and large item-
sets obtained by the proposed mining algorithm using the maximum constraint are also less
than those using the minimum constraint. Whether to adopt the proposed approach thus
depends on the requirements of mining problems. Besides, the granular computing technique
of bit strings is used to speed up the proposed data mining algorithm.
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Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) has become a process of considerable
interest in recent years as the amounts of data in many databases have grown tre-
mendously large. KDD means the application of non-trivial procedures for identify-
ing eﬀective, coherent, potentially useful, and previously unknown patterns in large
databases [6]. The KDD process generally consists of pre-processing, data mining
and post-processing. Due to the importance of data mining to KDD, many research-
ers in database and machine learning ﬁelds are primarily interested in this new re-
search topic because it oﬀers opportunities to discovering useful information and
important relevant patterns in large databases, thus helping decision-makers easily
analyze the data and make good decisions regarding the domains concerned.
Depending on the types of databases processed, mining approaches may be clas-
siﬁed as working on transaction databases, temporal databases, relational databases,
and multimedia databases, among others. On the other hand, depending on the clas-
ses of knowledge derived, mining approaches may be classiﬁed as ﬁnding association
rules, classiﬁcation rules, clustering rules, and sequential patterns [4], among others.
Among them, ﬁnding association rules in transaction databases is most commonly
seen in data mining [1,3,5–8,16–19].
An association rule can be expressed as the form A! B, where A and B are sets of
items, such that the presence of A in a transaction will imply the presence of B. Two
measures, support and conﬁdence, are evaluated to determine whether a rule should
be kept. The support of a rule is the fraction of the transactions that contain all the
items in A and B. The conﬁdence of a rule is the conditional probability of the occur-
rences of items in A and B over the occurrences of items in A. The support and the
conﬁdence of an interesting rule must be larger than or equal to a user-speciﬁed min-
imum support and a minimum conﬁdence, respectively.
Most of the previous approaches set a single minimum support threshold for all
the items or itemsets. But in real applications, diﬀerent items may have diﬀerent cri-
teria to judge its importance. The support requirements should then vary with diﬀer-
ent items. For example, the minimum supports for cheaper items may be set higher
than those for more expensive items. In the past, Liu et al. [14] proposed an ap-
proach for mining association rules with non-uniform minimum support values.
Their approach allowed users to specify diﬀerent minimum supports to diﬀerent
items. They also deﬁned the minimum support value of an itemset as the lowest min-
imum supports among the items in the itemset. This assignment of minimum sup-
ports to itemsets is, however, not always suitable for application requirements.
For example, assume the minimum supports of items A and B are respectively set
at 20% and 40%. As well known, the minimum support of an item means the occur-
rence frequency of that item must be larger than or equal to the threshold to be fur-
ther considered in the later mining process. If the support of an item is not larger
than or equal to the threshold, this item is not thought of as worth considering.
When the minimum support value of an itemset is deﬁned as the lowest minimum
supports of the items in it, the itemset may be large, but items included in it may be
small. In this case, it is doubtable whether this itemset is worth considering. For the
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support 40%, then the 2-itemset {A,B} should not be worth considering. It is thus
reasonable in some sense that the occurrence frequency of an interesting itemset
must be larger than the maximum of the minimum supports of the items contained
in it.
Wang et al. [20] proposed a mining approach, which allowed the minimum sup-
port value of an itemset to be any function of the minimum support values of items
contained in the itemset. Although their approach is ﬂexible in assigning the mini-
mum supports to itemsets, its time complexity is high due to its generality. In this
paper, we thus propose a simple and eﬃcient algorithm based on the Apriori ap-
proach to generate the large itemsets under the maximum constraints. Note that if
the mining problem is not under the maximum constraint, then Wang et al.s ap-
proach is a good choice.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Some related mining
algorithms are reviewed in Section 2. The proposed data-mining algorithm under the
maximum constraint is described in Section 3. An example to illustrate the proposed
algorithm is given in Section 4. The granular computing technique of bit strings for
speeding up the proposed algorithm is described in Section 5. Conclusion and discus-
sion are given in Section 6.2. Review of related mining algorithms
The goal of data mining is to discover important associations among items such
that the presence of some items in a transaction will imply the presence of some other
items. To achieve this purpose, Agrawal and his co-workers proposed several mining
algorithms based on the concept of large itemsets to ﬁnd association rules in trans-
action data [1–4]. They divided the mining process into two phases. In the ﬁrst phase,
candidate itemsets were generated and counted by scanning the transaction data. If
the number of an itemset appearing in the transactions was larger than a pre-deﬁned
threshold value (called minimum support), the itemset was considered a large item-
set. Itemsets containing only one item were processed ﬁrst. Large itemsets containing
only single items were then combined to form candidate itemsets containing two
items. This process was repeated until all large itemsets had been found. In the sec-
ond phase, association rules were induced from the large itemsets found in the ﬁrst
phase. All possible association combinations for each large itemset were formed, and
those with calculated conﬁdence values larger than a predeﬁned threshold (called
minimum conﬁdence) were output as association rules. The above basic data mining
process may be summarized as follows [10].
(1) Determine user-speciﬁed thresholds, including the minimum support value and
the minimum conﬁdence value.
(2) Find large itemsets in an iterative way. The count of a large itemset must exceed
or equal the minimum support value.
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exceed or equal the minimum conﬁdence value.
A variety of mining approaches based on the Apriori algorithm were proposed,
each for a speciﬁc problem domain, a speciﬁc data type, or for improving its eﬃ-
ciency. In these approaches, the minimum supports for all the items or itemsets to
be large are set at a single value. But in real applications, diﬀerent items may have
diﬀerent criteria to judge its importance. Liu et al. [14] thus proposed an approach
for mining association rules with non-uniform minimum support values. Their ap-
proach allowed users to specify diﬀerent minimum supports to diﬀerent items. The
minimum support value of an itemset is deﬁned as the lowest minimum supports
among the items in the itemset. Wang and Han [20] then generalized the above idea
and allowed the minimum support value of an itemset to be any function of the min-
imum support values of items contained in the itemset. They proposed a bin-ori-
ented, non-uniform support constraint. Items were grouped into disjoint sets
called bins, and items within the same bin were regarded as non-distinguishable with
respect to the speciﬁcation of a minimum support. Although their approach is ﬂexi-
ble in assigning the minimum supports to itemsets, the mining algorithm is a little
complex due to its generality.
As mentioned before, it is meaningful to assign the minimum support of an item-
set as the maximum of the minimum supports of the items contained in the itemset.
Although Wang et al.s approach can solve this kind of problems, the time complex-
ity is high. Below, we will propose an eﬃcient algorithm based on the Apriori ap-
proach to generate the large itemsets level by level. Some pruning can also be
easily done to save the computation time.3. The proposed mining algorithm under the maximum constraint
In the proposed algorithm, items may have diﬀerent minimum supports and the
maximum constraint is adopted in ﬁnding large itemsets. That is, the minimum sup-
port for an itemset is set as the maximum of the minimum supports of the items con-
tained in the itemset. Under the constraint, the characteristic of level-by-level
processing is kept, such that the original Apriori algorithm can be easily extended
to ﬁnd the large itemsets.
The proposed algorithm ﬁrst ﬁnds all the large 1-itemsets L1 for the given trans-
actions by comparing the support of each item with its predeﬁned minimum sup-
port. After that, candidate 2-itemsets C2 can be formed from L1. Note that the
supports of all the large 1-itemsets comprising each candidate 2-itemset must be lar-
ger than or equal to the maximum of the minimum supports of them. This feature
provides a good pruning eﬀect before the database is scanned for ﬁnding large 2-
itemsets.
The proposed algorithm then ﬁnds all the large 2-itemsets L2 for the given trans-
actions by comparing the support of each candidate 2-itemset with the maximum of
the minimum supports of the items contained in it. The same procedure is repeated
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rithm under the maximum constraint are described below.
The multiple min-supports mining algorithm using maximum constraints
INPUT: A set of n transaction data T, a set of p items to be purchased, each
item ti with a minimum support value mi, i = 1 to p, and a minimum
conﬁdence value k.
OUTPUT: A set of association rules in the criterion of the maximum values of
minimum supports.
STEP 1: Calculate the count ck of each item tk, k = 1 to p, as its occurrence num-
ber in the transactions; derive its support value stk as
stk ¼
ck
n
: ð1Þ
STEP 2: Check whether the support stk of each item tk is larger than or equal to
its predeﬁned minimum support value mtk. If tk satisﬁes the above con-
dition, put it in the set of large 1-itemsets (L1). That is:
L1 ¼ ftk j stk P mtk ; 1 6 k 6 pg: ð2Þ
STEP 3: Set r = 1, where r is used to keep the current number of items in an
itemset.
STEP 4: Generate the candidate set Cr+1 from Lr in a way similar to that in the
Apriori algorithm [3] except that the supports of all the large r-itemsets
comprising each candidate (r + 1)-itemset Ik must be larger than or
equal to the maximum (denoted as mIk ) of the minimum supports of
items in these large r-itemsets.
STEP 5: Calculate the count cIk of each candidate (r + 1)-itemset Ik in Cr+1, as
its occurrence number in the transactions; derive its support value sIk as
sIk ¼
cIk
n
: ð3Þ
STEP 6: Check whether the support sIk of each candidate (r + 1)-itemset Ik is
larger than or equal to mIk (obtained in STEP 4). If Ik satisﬁes the
above condition, put it in the set of large (r + 1)-itemsets (Lr+1). That
is:
Lrþ1 ¼ fIk j sIk P mIk ; 1 6 k 6j Crþ1 jg: ð4Þ
STEP 7: IF Lr+1 is null, do the next step; otherwise, set r = r + 1 and repeat
STEPs 4 to 7.
STEP 8: Construct the association rules for each large q-itemset Ik with items
fIk1 ; Ik2 ; . . . ; Ikqg, q P 2, by the following substeps:
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Ik1 ^ 
 
 
 ^ Ikj1 ^ Ikjþ1 ^ 
 
 
 ^ Ikq ! Ikj ; j ¼ 1 to q: ð5Þ
(b) Calculate the conﬁdence values of all association rules using the
formula:
sIk
sIk1^


^Ikj1^Ikjþ1^


^Ikq
: ð6Þ
STEP 9: Output the rules with conﬁdence values larger than or equal to the pre-
deﬁned conﬁdence value k.4. An example
In this section, an example is given to demonstrate the proposed data-mining
algorithm. This is a simple example to show how the proposed algorithm can be used
to generate association rules from a set of transactions with diﬀerent minimum sup-
port values deﬁned on diﬀerent items. Assume the 10 transactions shown in Table 1
are used for mining. Each transaction consists of two features, transaction identiﬁ-
cation (TID) and items purchased. Also assume that the predeﬁned minimum sup-
port values for items are deﬁned in Table 2. Moreover, the conﬁdence value k is
set at 0.85 to be a threshold for the interesting association rules.
In order to ﬁnd the association rules from the data in Table 1 with the multiple
predeﬁned minimum support values, the proposed mining algorithm proceeds as
follows.Table 1
The set of 10 transaction data for this example
TID Items
1 ABDG
2 BDE
3 ABCEF
4 BDEG
5 ABCEF
6 BEG
7 ACDE
8 BE
9 ABEF
10 ACDE
Table 2
The predeﬁned minimum support values for items
Item A B C D E F G
Min-Sup 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.4
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Table 1 are to be found. Take item A as an example. The count of item
A is 6, and its support value is calculated as 6/10 (=0.6). The support val-
ues of all the items for the 10 transactions are shown in Table 3.
STEP 2: The support value of each item is compared with its predeﬁned minimum
support value. Since the support values of items A, B, C, E and F are
respectively larger than or equal to their predeﬁned minimum supports,
these ﬁve items are then put in the large 1-itemsets L1.
STEP 3: r is set at 1, where r is used to keep the current number of items in an
itemset.
STEP 4: The candidate set C2 is generated from L1, and the supports of the two
items in each itemset in C2 must be larger than or equal to the maximum
of their predeﬁned minimum support values. Take the possible candidate
2-itemset {A,C} as an example. The supports of items A and C are 0.6
and 0.4 from STEP 1, and the maximum of their minimum support values
is 0.4. Since both of the supports of these two items are larger than 0.4,
the itemset {A,C} is put in the set of candidate 2-itemsets. On the con-
trary for another possible candidate 2-itemset {A,B}, since that the sup-
port (0.6) of item A is smaller than the maximum (0.7) of their minimum
support values, the itemset {A,B} is not a member of C2. All the candi-
date 2-itemsets generated in this way are found as: C2 = {{A,C},
{A,E},{B,E},{C,F}}.
STEP 5: The count and support of each candidate itemset in C2 are found from the
given transactions. Results are shown in Table 4.
STEP 6: The support value of each candidate 2-itemset is then compared with the
maximum of the minimum support values of the items contained in the
itemset. Since the support values of all the candidate 2-itemsets {A,C}
and {B,E} satisfy the above condition, these four itemsets are then put
in the set of large 2-itemsets L2.
STEP 7: Since L2 is not null, r is set at 2 and STEPs 4 to 7 are repeated. No can-
didate 3-itemset, C3, is generated and L3 is thus null. The next step is then
executed.Table 3
The support values of all the items for the given 10 transactions
Item A B C D E F G
Support 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.3
Table 4
The support values of all the candidate 2-itemsets
2-Itemset A,C A,E B,E C,F
Support 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.2
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the following substeps:
(a) All possible association rules are formed as follows:
(1) ‘‘If A is bought, then C is bought’’;
(2) ‘‘If C is bought, then A is bought’’;
(3) ‘‘If B is bought, then E is bought’’;
(4) ‘‘If E is bought, then B is bought’’.(b) The conﬁdence factors of the above association rules are calculated.
Take the ﬁrst possible association rule ‘‘If A is bought, then C is
bought’’ as an example. The conﬁdence factor for this rule is then:
sA\C
sA
¼ 0:4
0:6
¼ 0:67:
Results for all the four association rules are shown as follows:
(1) ‘‘If A is bought, then C is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
0.67;
(2) ‘‘If C is bought, then A is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
1.0;
(3) ‘‘If B is bought, then E is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
0.875;
(4) ‘‘If E is bought, then B is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
0.875.STEP 9: The conﬁdence factors of the above association rules are compared with
the predeﬁned conﬁdence threshold k. Assume the conﬁdence k is set at
0.85 in this example. The following four rules are thus output:
(1) ‘‘If C is bought, then A is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
1.0;
(2) ‘‘If B is bought, then E is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
0.875;
(3) ‘‘If E is bought, then B is bought’’ with a conﬁdence factor of
0.875.
In this example, two large q-itemsets, q P 2, and three association rules are
generated. Note that if the transactions are mined using the minimum constraint
proposed in [14], 18 large q-itemsets, q P 2, are found. The proposed mining
algorithm using the maximum constraint thus ﬁnds less large itemsets and associa-
tion rules than that using the minimum constraint. The proposed algorithm can,
however, ﬁnd the large itemsets level by level without backtracking. It is thus more
time-eﬃcient than that with the minimum constraint.
5. Speeding up by granular computing
In [11,12], Lin successfully applied the granular computing technique of bit strings
to mining association rules from relational databases and showed the computational
time was less than the Aprior algorithm. He pointed out that attribute values could
Table 5
The granular representation for the above example
Item Equivalence class Granular representation Count
A {TID1,TID3,TID5,TID7,TID9,TID10} {1010101011} 6
B {TID1,TID2,TID3,TID4,TID5,TID6,TID8,TID9} {1111110110} 8
C {TID3,TID5,TID7,TID10} {0010101001} 4
D {TID1,TID2,TID4,TID7,TID10} {1101001001} 5
E {TID2,TID3,TID4,TID5,TID6,TID7,TID8,TID9,TID10} {0111111111} 9
F {TID3,TID5,TID9} {0010100010} 3
G {TID1,TID4,TID6} {1001010000} 3
Table 6
Using the boolean AND operation to ﬁnd the granules for C2
2-Item Granular operation Granular representation Count
A AND C {1010101011} \ {0010101001} {0010101001} 4
A AND E {1010101011} \ {0111111111} {0010101011} 5
B AND E {1111110110} \ {0111111111} {0111110110} 7
C AND F {0010101001} \ {0010100010} {0010100000} 2
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property. A granule could then be thought of as an equivalence class of attribute val-
ues and represented by a bit pattern [12,13,15]. At a certain bit of a bit pattern, the
value 1 indicated the corresponding tuple had the attribute value and the value 0
indicated the corresponding tuple did not. Bit operations were then used to speed
up the processing of bit strings.
Lins approach can easily be used in our algorithm for mining from a transaction
database. An item or an itemset is regarded as an equivalence class (a granule). If a
transaction contains a certain item, the transaction then belongs to the equivalence
class of the item and the corresponding bit in its granular representation is set at 1.
The granular representation for the data in Table 1 is shown in Table 5.
In this example, A, B, C, E and F are large 1-itemsets. According to our algo-
rithm, the candidate 2-itemsets are found as: C2 = {{A,C}, {A,E}, {B,E}, {C,F}}.
The boolean AND operation can then be used to form the bit patterns of the 2-item-
sets. The results are shown in Table 6.
Since the two 2-itemsets, {A,C} and {B,E}, have their supports larger than the
support constraint, they are then put in the large 2-itemsets. Itemsets with more
items can be formed in the similar way.6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided another point of view about deﬁning the mini-
mum supports of itemsets when items have diﬀerent minimum supports. The maxi-
mum constraint is used, which has been well explained and may be suitable to some
mining domains. We have then proposed a simple and eﬃcient algorithm based on
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straint. The proposed algorithm is much easier than that proposed by Wang et al.
[20] under the maximum constraint. However, if the mining problem is not under
the maximum constraint, Wang et al.s approach is a good choice. The numbers
of association rules and large itemsets obtained by the proposed mining algorithm
using the maximum constraint are also less than those using the minimum con-
straint. Whether to adopt the proposed approach thus depends on mining require-
ments. Besides, the granular computing technique of bit strings can easily be used
to speed up the proposed data mining algorithm.Acknowledgments
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